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How Your Condition Monitoring Program Will Fail,
and Probably Already Has
Abstract
How Your Condition Monitoring Program Will Fail, and Probably Already Has: Predictive
Maintenance strategy uses condition monitoring techniques to observe plant and equipment health.
Based on the equipment’s condition you plan, schedule and perform any necessary maintenance
before the breakdown. To use Predictive Maintenance most successfully you must set-up and run
your condition monitoring program correctly all the time—predictive maintenance is a never
ending strategy that if not done right at every step will still lead to plant and equipment failures.
Learn about the many ways your predictive maintenance program will fail and you won’t even
know about it!
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In our 2-day Root Cause Failure Analysis training course we run a team activity to practice doing
RCFA. People are given an engineering report on the failure of an electric motor drive end roller
bearing. It includes the following plot of the weekly temperature reading from the roller bearing.
They are required to find the root cause of the 27th July bearing failure.
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Figure 1 Trend of Roller Bearing Temperature
Only once in all the years we have delivered the course has an RCFA training team got the answer
right. But the machine bearing failure is not what is really important about the activity to take
away and imbed deeply in your mind and into your company’s collective knowledge
Figure 2 is a screen image straight out of a lubrication condition monitoring report. It’s from a
company in Canada. The same horrible problem as is shown in Figure 1 is also evident in that
image. In fact, there are a number of very serious failures in this company’s use of Predictive
Maintenance (PdM). They do not yet know it, but their PdM program is seriously failed and they
will continually get totally preventable failures. Can you ‘see’ all that is wrong with their condition
monitoring program? Look past the obvious bad results and spot the deeper failures.
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Figure 2 Screen Dump 1 from an Oil Analysis Condition Monitoring report.
I could tell you what the problems are and you would simply nod your head and agree with me.
But agreeing with me is pointless—you must go and see if you have the same problems already
happening in your company; and then you must fix them if they exist!
Instead of me telling you what I ‘see’, I’m going to ask you to tell me what you ‘see’.
Let me know what you think I find is horribly wrong with the plot in Figure 1 and the information
in Figure 2. I’ll give the first 10 people who get the list right, and explain to me why they put the
items in their list, a free, signed copy of my book, Plant and Equipment Wellness (Way).
Eventually I’ll publish the first ten correct responses at the bottom of this white paper. If you want
your name, company and your position to be included in the first 10 published comments, then tell
me all that you see wrong in those figures and email your list and reasons to me.
Who Must Have the Ability to ‘See’ these Problems in a Condition Monitoring Program?
Every person who offers maintenance management or asset management consulting services needs
to immediately be able to ‘see’ the deeper problems in Figures 1 and 2. As must every person who
holds a position higher that Supervisor in an organisation’s engineering management, maintenance
management, asset management, reliability improvement, Lean or Six Sigma groups. If these
people cannot ‘see’ the problems by simply looking at the two figures; their education is lacking!
You can get our email contact details from the LRS Consultants Global website www.lifetimereliability.com.
All the very best to you,
Mike Sondalini
LRS Reliability Consultants
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